
Marvin “hid the snarl of his voice inside a purr” (22) or how
Viva, in Cisco Pike (Bill L. Norton, 1972) isn’t really an actress
but “a presence in the process of becoming an absence” (43).
Then there’s his paean to the rapport between onetime TV
costars Robert Culp and Bill Cosby in Culp’s criminally
underrecognized L.A. neo-noir,Hickey & Boggs (1972), a film
awash in whiskey and despair, with Los Angeles portrayed as
a graveyard of buried expectations:

The final irony . . . is that this movie about isolation and dis-
placement is an affirmation of a real-life partnership. And
one . . . managing as it did, over the course of a tongue-in-
cheek adventure series and a hard-edged downbeat private
eye, to capture the mood of a country on the issue that we
are forever being told it’s time to have a conversation about.
The partnership between Culp and Cosby did that by de-
ciding not to have that conversation . . . (60).

Still, I wish Taylor’s chapter on the Pam Grier blaxploita-
tion movies Coffy and Foxy Brown did not devolve into an oc-
casion tomourn the fact that Grier, like somany otherAfrican
American actors, was deprived of a major movie career. He
writes nothing of what her revenge movies meant to African
Americans and to women who vicariously got to enjoy the
prerogatives of power, sex, and representation at that time (as
well as this one) that typically were extended only to white
males. In an aside, Taylormentions that Grier appeared on the
cover of Ms. magazine and casually asks, “Can you imagine
anyone on that subscriber list going to see one of her movies?”
(73). Let the record show that I was both aMs. subscriber and
Grier completist, and I know I’m not the only one.

Hell, except for movies about nuns and those vigilante
pictures starring Grier, where else in the 1970s were movie-
goers able to see women who wielded power?

However, Taylor’s book excels in its reclamation of all-but-
forgotten films, whether noirs like Hickey & Boggs or come-
dies like Bill Richert’sWinter Kills (1976), a conspiracy movie
about political assassination that “gives us permission . . . to
laugh at the sheer trashiness of what made the Kennedy
White House seem less like Camelot than Vegas East” (145).
Taylor’s provocative book is many things: smartly contextual-
ized cultural history, aNetflix queue, and an act ofmovie love.

Reading the books naturally made me wonder if any other
eras or decades are rich enough for the kind of analysis that
Bordwell and Taylor proffer. (I think that both the 1920s and
1950s are.) Although I don’t want to sound like Goldilocks
here, Bordwell’s nearly 600-pager might profit from fewer
examples to prove his points andTaylor’s, in contrast, could in-
clude a few more comparisons of how 1960s shadow cinema
differed in tone from the official films of the decade. In his

prologue, he makes a distinction between the pessimism of
the movies he writes about and the cynicism of the era’s big
hits. “Pessimism doesn’t make you feel unclean the way the
cheap and easy despair of the bigger pictures did, like China-
town [Roman Polanski, 1974], which said that the corrupt
power mongers would continue their figurative and literal
rape of the land and the people and there was nothing to be
done about it” (5).

Still, Bordwell’s study of creative narrative devices in the
1940s and Taylor’s study of stimulating material in the 1970s
both triumph in the revelation that once upon a time Holly-
wood paid the audience the compliment that it was intelligent
enough to grasp new forms and content.
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CATHERINE ZIMMER

Arresting Cinema: Surveillance in Hong Kong Film by

Karen Fang

KarenFang’sArresting Cinema: Surveillance inHongKong Film
is awelcomecontribution to the ever-growingdiscussionof sur-
veillance culture, particularly as reflected in narrative cinema.
As Fang notes early on, discussions of surveillance in film (in
both cinema studies and surveillance studies) have been domi-
nated by American and European productions and cultural
contexts, to the exclusion of a significant cultural arena that his-
torically has centralized surveillance in an unparalleled way.
Thus, her book’s focus on Hong Kong surveillance cinema is
ultimately part of a broader argument that “post-colonial and
non-Western spaces are often the most intriguing sites of
surveillance theory and practice” (153). Arresting Cinema

makes a convincing case that discussions of surveillance
and cinema would benefit from analyses more grounded
in specific historical-cultural contexts of surveillance and of
film production. In doing so, it provides a historiographical
summary of films that will be of great value in the study of
surveillance and surveillance cinema, as well as a useful
framework for discussions of Hong Kong film.

The book’s introduction lays out its broad critique of ex-
isting scholarship on surveillance cinema and shows how sur-
veillance themes and imagery have been a common and even
defining characteristic of Hong Kong cinema. Fang’s brief
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comparative analysis of Hitchcock’s Rear Window (1954), a
paradigmatic example of Hollywood surveillance narratives,
and its 1955HongKongremake,BackyardAdventures, provides
an exemplary instance of differing narrative constructions and
cultural attitudes toward “rear window ethics.” Fang demon-
strates the pitfalls of universalizing statements of how andwhat
surveillance signifies, particularly when Hong Kong cinema is
taken into account. TheHongKong version is “so closelymod-
eled on the Hollywood original that, at times, Backyard Adven-
tures reproduces Rear Window with shot-for-shot fidelity” (3),
yet it departs entirely from the core narrative and even genre
of its source material: “Nowhere is the Hong Kong movie’s
idiosyncrasy more apparent than in its utter abandonment of
themurdermystery that is the defining attribute ofHitchcock’s
film” (5). Instead, the film becomes a “quintessentially Hong
Kong instance of playful, multigeneric, rapidly produced pas-
tiche” (6), demonstrating that even (or especially)with the influ-
ence of Hollywood front and center, Hong Kong cinema will
always approach surveillance narratives with its own cultural
imprint.With this comparison serving as a foundational exam-
ple, the introduction suggests how genres (such as gambling
films, tenementmovies, undercover and “joint venture” scenar-
ios) alongwith the formations of theHongKong film industry
and the effect of the transfer to Chinese sovereignty in 1997,
frame surveillance in ways that are specific to Hong Kong
cinema and culture.

In her opening chapter, “Watching theWatchman:Michael
Hui’s Surveillance Comedies,” Fang sets the tone by focusing
on how the “signature comic genre” of landmark director Hui
“presents a radically more sanguine approach to surveillance”
than that of the established surveillance classics in the United
States and Europe (35). This chapter emphasizes one of the
book’s central points: rather than the now-traditional charac-
terization of surveillance as inherently ominous, Hong Kong
has numerous instances of affirmative representations of sur-
veillance that far exceed the action and thriller genres most
typically associated with surveillance narratives.

This argument is reiterated frequently throughout the
book, giving insight into the cultural particularity of Hong
Kong cinema, in which the incorporation of surveillance and
related technologies is indicative of a (welcome) modernity
and prosperity. Its cinematic treatment is often economic rather
than political—and significantly more aleatory than that seen
in most Western cinema. While it is clear that this attitude is
specific to Hong Kong cinema, Fang’s argument might use-
fully be expanded to a range of surveillance cinema through-
out the world to prompt readers familiar with Hollywood
cinema to acknowledge that there are numerous, relatively
unexamined instances of comedic iterations of surveillance,

although rarely the kind of explicitly positive celebration of
surveillance that characterizes many of the Hong Kong films
described in Arresting Cinema.

Fang proceeds in her next chapter, “On the ‘ChinaWatch’:
Prosperity and Paranoia in Reunification Era Cinema,” and
in much of the rest of the book, to examine the “more obvi-
ous” instances of surveillance cinema (59). Having set up the
discussion with a focus on the affirmative use of surveillance
in comedy, she frames action and crime films in an informa-
tive critical context, showing how paranoid or violent surveil-
lance narratives offer historical nuance and are not essential to
the meaning of surveillance. Fang discusses films ranging
from A Better Tomorrow (John Woo, 1986) and Hard Boiled

(John Woo, 1992) to Cageman (Jacob Cheung, 1992) and
Chungking Express (Wong Kar-wai, 1994), arguing that while
this era’s surveillance cinema was indeed registering an air
of uncertainty through “negative connotations of political re-
pression and violence,” the films nevertheless maintained the
requisite “positive emphasis on surveillance’s association with
prosperity and economic mobility” (61).

The final two chapters of Arresting Cinema highlight ad-
ditional contexts and subtleties of Hong Kong surveillance
films. Chapter 3 includes a compelling history of “the film
industry’s synergy with local law enforcement,” (93) tracing
the multiple intersections of the Hong Kong Police Force
with film through what Fang calls “the mediatization” of
the HKPF. (This topic, however, is indicative of the book’s
occasional ambiguity about what specifically constitutes sur-
veillance/surveillance cinema, in this case with the question
of whether there is a distinction to be made between police
and surveillance narratives; because the book is primarily a
historiographical approach, these questions are only occa-
sionally clarified through close readings of the films.)

Fang’s final chapter offers an account of how the self-
censorship that shapedHongKong film after the handover to
China represents a key aspect of cinema’s relationship to sur-
veillance that is frequently ignored. “While censorship, self-
censorship, and other forms of artistic collusion or catering
to centralized power are established topics of film history,”
observes Fang, “they are strangely absent in most studies of
surveillance cinema” (128). This is an important critique that
does indeed point to a weaker area inmuch recent scholarship
on surveillance cinema, even in work (including my own)
focused on the systemic and functional contiguities between
surveillance and film.

Given how unwieldy it can be to provide an historically
situated account of surveillance in cinema, which transcends
genre and other such organizational tropes, Fang’s text is a
notable achievement that should serve as a beacon for future
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work that takes up the call to provide contextual analyses of
surveillance culture. The book also demonstrates, particularly
in its conclusion, that looking beyond the United States and
Europe, and especially to post-colonial media production,
is necessary if theorists want to understand how surveillant
power functions and is manifested in cultural forms. Arresting
Cinema would have been enhanced by putting its analysis of
Hong Kong’s mediated formulations of surveillance into
more specific conversation with the existing theoretical work
on surveillance and surveillance culture. However, because
such an engagement may be beyond the scope of the volume,
this is less a criticism than a testament to how generative its
work will be for further discussion in the fields of both sur-
veillance and cinema studies.
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VIKTORIA PARANYUK

The Cinema of the Soviet Thaw: Space, Materiality,

Movement by Lida Oukaderova

Lida Oukaderova’s The Cinema of the Soviet Thaw: Space,

Materiality, Movement opens with two stills of a Moscow city
map from Ilya Kopalin’s documentary The City of Great Fate
(1961). One is a conventional conglomeration of crisscrossing
and undulating lines that represent the city, while the other
displays a large gash in the middle. The second image, ani-
mated by cinema to reveal a swarming vibrant life behind
the inert cartographic surface, immediately makes the heart
of Oukaderova’s project clear: “to see beneath, and in pointed
opposition to, the abstract representations of a paper map” (2).
Spaces of all varieties—the new sleek glass architecture of
Moscow and the cobblestone streets of a provincial town,
the hotel rooftops of Havana, and the rough majesty of
the taiga— and their relationship to the bodies of the char-
acters moving through them are the focus of Oukaderova’s
original look at a handful of films. Some—byRomanKarmen,
Mikhail Kalatozov,GeorgyDanelia, Larisa Shepitko, andKira
Muratova—are likely to be a revelation to many whowork
outside the field of Soviet and Eastern European cinema
and cultural studies.

The more liberal but greatly unstable political climate of
the Soviet Thaw under Nikita Khrushchev inaugurated sev-
eral far-reaching projects that in some way dealt with issues

spatial in nature. Khrushchev’s ambitious plan for providing
affordable, no-frills housing for millions of urban dwellers,
on the one side, and his strategy for conquering the natural
resources of Siberia and Kazakhstan (along with the Soviet
ambitions in space), on the other, exemplify the formidable
scope of his agenda. “The comparative liberal policies of
Khrushchev’s government animated . . . the principle of
exploration for Soviet spatial consciousness,” observes Ouka-
deorva early in her book. “Freedom of mobility was cele-
brated, new possibilities of internationalism were emerging,
and relationships between center and periphery were recon-
figured” (9). The notion of exploration serves as the guiding
principle in advancing her argument. Exploration is not an
abstract concept, and Oukaderova is careful to root her study
in a context where spatial preoccupations become a spring-
board for her own exploration of aesthetics, form, and gender.

The films Oukaderova investigates materialize what she
terms “new modes of mobility” (11). What most interests
her, and yields intellectually exciting interpretations, is how
these films suggest alternative aesthetic, social, and even po-
litical possibilities. Along the way, Oukaderova zeros in on
such cinematic technologies as widescreen formats, the ad-
vent of handheld lightweight cameras, and stereophonic
sound technologies. The filmmakers she considers did not
simply expand cinematic realism through the use of these in-
novations, but rather, as Oukaderova argues, engaged them
“dialectically, frequently negating the unified totality of real-
ism promised by these new devices in order to activate the ma-
terial seams, gaps, and frictions on which this totality was
erected and which it was keen to suppress” (19–20). There-
fore, the films she examines are the exceptions in that they
“drift away” from a stable Soviet spatiality that would other-
wise remain “whole, easily mapped, and transparent in form
and meaning” (13).

Of the five chapters, each devoted to a distinct mode of
spatial mobility and the intricate body-space interaction this
mobility engenders, two in particular—“Mimetic Passages:
TheCinema ofMikhail Kalatozov and SergeiUrusevskii” and
“AWalk through the Ruins: Larisa Shepitko’sWings”—stand
out as the most successful in their combination of rigorous,
often brilliant close reading and theoretical underpinnings,
resulting in a fresh perspective on Soviet cinema. Kalatozov
andUrusevskii’sThe Cranes Are Flying (Letiat zhuravli, 1957) is
often cited as a watershed moment that put Soviet film back
on the international map. Oukaderova, thankfully, focuses
on the director-cinematographers’ two other collabora-
tions during the Thaw that were no less formally innova-
tive, The Unsent Letter (Neotpravlennoe pis’mo, 1959) and I

Am Cuba (Ia Kuba, 1964).
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